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Abstract. The paper is concerned with the semisimplicity of smash products of generalized
quantum commutative algebras in weak Hopf algebra setting. Let H be a weak Hopf algebra
over a field k andA any semisimple and generalized quantum commutative weak Yetter-Drinfeld
H -module algebra. It is shown that A]H is semisimple if and only if A is a projective left A]H -
module. Applying results to quasitriangular (weak) Hopf algebras is considered.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In [10], Yang and Wang have proved the following statement:
Suppose that H is a finite dimensional quasitriangular Hopf algebra acting on
an algebra A and A is quantum commutative. If A is semisimple, then A]H is
semisimple if and only if A is a projective left A]H -module.
The statement above is extended to weak Hopf algebras setting by Zhai and Zhang
in [11].
Weak Hopf algebras were introduced by Bo¨hm et al. in [1] as an important gen-
eralization of ordinary Hopf algebras and groupoid algebras besides quasi-Hopf al-
gebras, multiplier Hopf algebras, Hopf quasigroups, etc ([5, 6, 9]). The axioms are
the same as the ones for a Hopf algebra, except that the coproduct of the unit, the
product of the counit and the antipode condition are replaced by weaker properties.
The initial motivation to study weak Hopf algebras comes from the fact that some
classical theory and lots of basic properties of ordinary Hopf algebras have “weak”
analogues (see [3, 4, 7, 8]).
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Given a quasitriangular weak Hopf algebra .H;R/, a weak H -module algebra
A can be endowed with a suitable coaction associated to R to make A be a weak
quantum Yetter-Drinfeld H -module algebra which is similar to one studied by Cae-
nepeel et al. in the setting of Hopf algebras [2].
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the validity of the statement such as the
start under the more general assumption.
The paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we recall basic definitions and give a summary of fundamental prop-
erties concerning weak Hopf algebras and quasitriangular weak Hopf algebras and
weak Yetter-Drinfeld H -module algebras. In Section 3, as the main content, we
discuss the semisimplicity of smash products of generalized quantum commutative
algebras in weak Hopf algebra setting. Finally, the application of our results is con-
sidered.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout the paper k is a fixed field. Unless otherwise stated, all vector spaces
are over k and all maps are k-linear. We will use the Heyneman-Sweedler nota-
tion .c/D c.1/˝ c.2/ for coproduct (summation understood). ˝ mean ˝k unless
otherwise specified, etc.
2.1. Weak Hopf algebras
Recall from Bo¨hm et al. ([1]) that a weak Hopf algebra .H;;";S/ is both an




.1/ .xy/D.x/.y/ for all x;y 2H ;
.2/ 2.1/D ..1/˝1/.1˝.1//; 2.1/D .1˝.1//..1/˝1/;
.3/ ".xy´/D ".xy.1//".y.2/´/; ".xy´/D ".xy.2//".y.1/´/ for all x;y;´ 2H ;
.4/ x.1/S.x.2//D ".1.1/x/1.2/; S.x.1//x.2/ D 1.1/".x1.2//;
S.x.1//x.2/S.x.3//D S.x/; for all x 2H .
Let H be a weak Hopf algebra. Then we define the maps "t ; "s WH !H by the
formulas
"t .x/D ".1.1/x/1.2/; "s.x/D 1.1/".x1.2//
and denote by Ht the image "t .H/ and denote by Hs the image "s.H/.
LetH be a weak Hopf algebra. The following results hold from Bo¨hm et al. ([1]),
for all h;g 2H ,
(W1) Ht and Hs are two sub-algebras of H ,
(W2) .1/D 1.1/˝1.2/ 2Hs˝Ht ; "t .h/"s.g/D "s.g/"t .h/;
(W3) ."t .h//D 1.1/"t .h/˝1.2/; ."s.g//D 1.1/˝ "s.g/1.2/;
(W4) h.1/˝ "s.h.2//D h1.1/˝S.1.2//; "t .h.1//˝h.2/ D S.1.1//˝1.2/h;
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(W5) h.1/˝ "t .h.2//D 1.1/h˝1.2/; "s.h.1//˝h.2/ D 1.1/˝h1.2/;
(W6) "t ı "t D "t ; "s ı "s D "s;
(W7) "t ıS D "t ı "s D S ı "s; "s ıS D "s ı "t D S ı "t ;
(W8) S.hg/D S.g/S.h/; S.h.2//˝S.h.1//D S.h/.1/˝S.h/.2/ and
S.1/D 1; "ıS D ",
(W9) h1"s.g/˝h2 D h.1/˝h.2/S."s.g//; h1˝"t .g/h2 D S."t .g//h.1/˝h.2/:
2.2. Quasitriangular weak Hopf algebras
Recall from Nikshych et al. in [8] that a quasitriangular weak Hopf algebra is
a pair .H;R/, where H is a weak Hopf algebra and R D R1˝R2 2 op.1/.H ˝
H/.1/ such that
(Q1) There exists NR 2.1/.H ˝kH/op.1/ with R NRDop.1/ andNRRD.1/.




where op denotes the comultiplication opposite to , R12 DR˝1; R23 D 1˝R,
etc., as usual.
Let .H;R/ be a quasitriangular weak Hopf algebra. Then the following six iden-
tities hold: 8<:
."s˝ id/.R/D.1/; .id ˝ "s/.R/D .S˝ id/op.1/;
."t ˝ id/.R/Dop.1/; .id ˝ "t /.R/D .S˝ id/.1/;
.S˝ id/.R/D .id ˝S 1/.R/D NR; .S˝S/.R/DR:
2.3. Weak module algebras
Let H be a weak Hopf algebra. An algebra A is called a left weak H -module
algebra, if A is a left H -module via h˝ a 7! h  a such that, for any a;b 2 A and
h 2H ,
h  .ab/D .h.1/ a/.h.2/ b/; h 1A D "t .h/ 1A:
Let H be a weak Hopf algebra and A a weak left H -module algebra. Recall from
Nikshych in [8] that a weak smash product A]H of A andH is defined on a k-vector
space A˝Ht H , where H is a left Ht -module via its multiplication and A is a right
Ht - module via
a x D S 1.x/ aD a.x 1A/; a 2 A; x 2Ht :
Its multiplication is given by the following formula:
.a]h/.b]g/D a.h.1/ b/]h.2/g;
for any a;b 2A and g;h 2H: Then A]H is an associative algebra with unit 1A]1H .
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2.4. Weak quantum Yetter-Drinfeld H -module algebras
A k-algebra A is called a weak quantum Yetter-Drinfeld H -module algebra, if A
satisfies the following conditions:
(WQ1) A is a weak left H module algebra,
(WQ2) A is a right H op-comodule algebra, i.e., the comodule structure map
 W A! A˝H satisfies
aŒ0˝aŒ1D 1.1/ aŒ0˝1.2/aŒ1; .ab/D aŒ0bŒ0˝bŒ1aŒ1; .1/D .id˝"t /.1/;
where .a/D aŒ0˝aŒ1 denotes the coaction.
(WQ3) (WQ1) and (WQ2) satisfy the Yetter-Drinfeld condition
.h.2/ a/Œ0˝ .h.2/ a/Œ1h.1/ D h.1/ aŒ0˝h.2/aŒ1;
for all h 2H;a 2 A.
Remark 1. The Yetter-Drinfeld condition is equivanlent to
.h a/D h.2/ aŒ0˝h.3/aŒ1S 1.h.1//: (2.1)
Example 1. Let H be a weak Hopf algebra. f1.1/hS.1.2//jh 2 H g is a weak
quantum Yetter-Drinfeld H -module algebra with the action and coaction given as
follows:
g  .1.1/hS.1.2///D g.1/hS.g.2//; .1.1/hS.1.2///D 1.1/h.2/S.1.2//˝S 1.h.1//:
Example 2. Let .H;R/ be a quasitriangular weak Hopf algebra. Given any left
weak H -module algebra A, one can define a right H op-coaction on A as follows:
.a/DR2 a˝R1:
With the above coaction, it is easily checked thatA is a weak quantum Yetter-Drinfeld
H -module algebra.
3. THE MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we assume that H is a weak Hopf algebra with bijective antipode
S , and A a weak left H -module algebra, and A]H the weak smash product algebra.
Definition 1. Let H be a weak Hopf algebra and A a weak quantum Yetter-
Drinfeld H -module algebra. A is called a generalized quantum commutative al-
gebras, if A satisfies, for all a;b 2H
ab D bŒ0.bŒ1 a/:
Lemma 1. For any weak quantum Yetter-Drinfeld H -module algebra A. Then,
for all a 2 A,
1Œ0˝1Œ1.1/˝1Œ1.2/ D 1Œ0˝1.1/1Œ1˝1.2/ (3.1)
aŒ0˝ "t .aŒ1/D a1Œ0˝1Œ1; (3.2)
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aŒ0˝ "s.aŒ1/D 1Œ0a˝S.1Œ1/: (3.3)
Lemma 2. For any generalized quantum commutative algebra A. Then, for all
a;b 2 A,
ab D .S.aŒ1/ b/aŒ0” ab D bŒ0.bŒ1 a/: (3.4)
Proof. For all a;b 2 A, we have
.S.aŒ1/ b/aŒ0 D aŒ0Œ0.aŒ0Œ1S.aŒ1/ b/
D aŒ0."t .aŒ1/ b/
D a1Œ0.1Œ1 b/D ab:
Conversely, For all a;b 2 A, we have
bŒ0.bŒ1 a/D .S.bŒ0Œ1/bŒ1 a/bŒ0Œ0
D .S.bŒ1.1//bŒ1.2/ a/bŒ0
D .S.1Œ1/ a/1Œ0b D ab:
So we finish the proof. 
Lemma 3. For any left weakH -module algebraA. ThenM is a leftA]H -module
if and only ifM is both a leftH -module and a left A-module and satisfies the follow-
ing compatible condition
h  .a m/D .h.1/ a/  .h.2/ m/;
for all h 2H , a 2 A and m 2M .
Lemma 4. LetH be a weak Hopf algebra and A a generalized quantum commut-
ative algebra. Then, for all a;b 2 A,
aŒ0bŒ0˝bŒ1aŒ1 D bŒ0.bŒ1.2/ a/Œ0˝ .bŒ1.2/ a/Œ1bŒ1.1/: (3.5)
Proof. For all a;b 2 A, apply  to the identity ab D bŒ0.bŒ1 a/; we have
.bŒ0.bŒ1 a//D bŒ0Œ0.bŒ1 a/Œ0˝ .bŒ1 a/Œ1bŒ0Œ1
D bŒ0.bŒ1.2/ a/Œ0˝ .bŒ1.2/ a/Œ1bŒ1.1/
D .ab/:
The proof is completed. 
Lemma 5. LetH be a weak Hopf algebra and A a generalized quantum commut-
ative algebra. If M is a left A]H -module, then M is an A-bimodule with the right
module action of A on M as follows
(WM ˝A!M;m˝a 7!m( aD aŒ0  .aŒ1 m/;
and for all h 2H ,
h  .m( a/D .h.1/ m/( .h.2/ a/:
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Proof. First, we shall check that M is a right A-module. In fact, for all m 2M
and a;b 2 A, we have
.m( a/( b D .aŒ0  .aŒ1 m//( b
D bŒ0  .bŒ1  .aŒ0  .aŒ1 m///
D bŒ0  ..bŒ1.1/ aŒ0/  .bŒ1.2/aŒ1 m//
D .bŒ0.bŒ1.2/ a/Œ0/  ..bŒ1.2/ a/Œ1bŒ1.1/ m/
D aŒ0bŒ0  .bŒ1aŒ1 m/
D .ab/Œ0..ab/Œ1 m/
Dm( ab
m( 1D 1Œ0  .1Œ1 m/
D 1Œ0.1.1/ 1A/  .1.2/1Œ1 m/
D 1Œ0.S.1.1// 1A/  .1.2/"t .1Œ1/ m/
D .1Œ0."t .1Œ1/S.1.1// 1A//  .1.2/ m/
D .1Œ0.1Œ1S.1.1// 1A//  .1.2/ m/
D .S.1.1// 1A/  .1.2/ m/
D .1.1/ 1A/  .1.2/ m/Dm:
Now, we shall check M is an A-bimodule, i.e., .a m/ ( b D a  .m ( b/. As a
matter of fact,
.a m/( b D bŒ0  .bŒ1  .a m//
D bŒ0  ..bŒ1.1/ a/  .bŒ1.2/ m//
D .bŒ0.bŒ1.1/ a//  .bŒ1.2/ m/
D .bŒ0Œ0.bŒ0Œ1 a//  .bŒ1 m/
D abŒ0  .bŒ1 m/
D a  .m( b/:
Finally, for all a 2 A;m 2M and h 2H ,
.h.1/ m/( .h.2/ a/D .h.2/ a/Œ0..h.2/ a/Œ1h.1/ m/
D .h.1/ aŒ0/.h.2/aŒ1 m/
D h  .aŒ0  .aŒ1 m//D h  .m( a/:
The proof is completed. 
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Lemma 6. For all left A]H -module M , we have
A]HHom.A;M/ŠMH ;F W f 7! f .1A/;
where MH D fm 2M jh mD "t .h/ m; 8h 2H g and A is left A]H -module via
.a]h/ b D a.h b/:
Proof. For given 0¤m 2MH , we define a map via
f W a 7! .a]1H / m:
Throughout standard computation, we can show that f 2A]H Hom.A;M/. Based on
this, we can check that F is bijective in a straightforward way. 
Lemma 7. LetH be a weak Hopf algebra and A a generalized quantum commut-
ative algebra. Then, for all left A]H -modules M and N .
(1) HomA.MA;NA/ 2A]H M ,
(2) HomA.MA;NA/H =A]HHom.M;N /,
where HomA.MA;NA/ denotes the space of the right A-module homomorphisms.
Proof. (1) Let M;N 2A]H M . Then M;N are both A-bimodules from Lemma
5. For all a]h 2 A]H; f 2 HomA.MA;NA/ 2A]H M , define action of A]H on
HomA.MA;NA/ 2A]H M by
..a]h/ f /.m/D a  .h.1/ f .S.h.2// m//;
for all m 2M . We shall check .a]h/ f 2 HomA.MA;NA/. For all c 2 A, we have
..a]h/ f /.m( c/D a  .h.1/ f .S.h.2//  .m( c///
D a  ..h.1/ f .S.h.4// m//( h.2/S.h.3//  c/
D a  ..1.1/h.1/ f .S.h.2// m//( 1.2/  c/
D a  ..h.1/ f .S.h.2// m//( c/
D .a  .h.1/ f .S.h.2// m/// ( c
D ..a]h/ f /.m/( c:
It is checked directly that HomA.MA;NA/ 2A]H M is a left A]H -module.
(2) For all f 2A]H Hom.M;N /, then f is both a left H -module morphism and a
left A-module morphism between M and N . We shall check that f 2
HomA.MA;NA/H . For all m 2M and a 2 A, since
f .m( a/D f .aŒ0  .aŒ1 m//D aŒ0  .aŒ1 f .m//D f .m/(m;
we conclude that f is a right A-linear. Also, for any h 2H and m 2M , we have
.h f /.m/D h.1/ f .S.h.2// m/D h.1/S.h.2// f .m/D "t .h/ f .m/;
i.e., f 2HomA.MA;NA/H . Conversely, First, we can define the leftHs-action onM
by restricting the A]H -action on M : x mDm( .h  1A/, for all m 2M;h 2Hs .
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Using Remark 1 and Lemma 3, it is easy to see that right A-module homomorphisms
are morphisms of left Hs-modules. For all f 2 HomA.MA;NA/H , we have
h f .m/D h.1/"s.h.2// f .m/
D h.1/ f ."s.h.2// m/
D .h.1/ f /.h.2/ m/
D ."t .h.1// f /.h.2/ m/
D ."t .1.1// f /.1.2/h m/
D .1.1/ f /.1.2/h m/
D 1.1/ f .S.1.2//1.3/h m/
D 1.1/"s.1.2// f .h m/D f .h m/;
i.e., f is a left H -module map. Now, we shall check that f is a left A-module map.
Indeed, for all a 2 A and m 2M ,
f .a m/D f .a1Œ0  .1Œ1 m//
D f .aŒ0  ."t .aŒ1/ m//
D f .aŒ0  .aŒ11S.aŒ12/ m//
D f .aŒ0Œ0  .aŒ0Œ1S.aŒ1/ m//
D f ..S.aŒ1/ m/( aŒ0/
D .S.aŒ1/ f .m// ( aŒ0 D a f .m/:
So we get that f 2A]H Hom.M;N /. 
Now, we can present the main result in this section.
Theorem 1. Let H be a weak Hopf algebra and A a generalized quantum com-
mutative. If A is semisimple, then A]H is semisimple if and only if A is a projective
left A]H -module algebra.
Proof. Assume A is a projective left A]H -module, then the functor
A]HHom.A; / is exact. For any left A]H -module M , it is viewed as a right A-
module via “( ” in Lemma 5. Since A is semisimple, M is projective as a right A-
module. Hence the functor HomA.M; / is exact. Further, the composition functor
A]HHom.A;HomA.M; // is also exact. From Lemma 6 and 7, we get
A]HHom.A;HomA.M;N //ŠA]H Hom.M;N /;
for any leftA]H -moduleM andN . ThenM is a projective leftA]H -module, hence
A]H is semisimple. The converse is obvious. 
Next, we shall apply Theorem 1 to Example 1. Given a quasitriangular weak Hopf
algebra .H;R/ and weakH -module algebraA, A is a weak quantum Yetter- Drinfeld
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H -module algebra with the coaction defined in Example 1. Then the generalized
quantum commutative condition in Definition 1 takes the following form
ab D .R2 b/.R1 a/:
With the assumption above and by Theorem 1, we have the main result of Zhai and
Zhang in [11].
Corollary 1. Let .H;R/ be a quasitriangular weak Hopf algebra andA a quantum
commutative. If A is semisimple, then A]H is semisimple if and only if A is a pro-
jective left A]H -module algebra.
Remark 2. If.1/D 1˝1, weak Hopf algebras are just Hopf algebras. Corollary
1 recovers to the results of Yang and Wang in [10].
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